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MD-90 PIEZOELECTRIC MOTOR DRIVER
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two
conditions: (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept
any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.
Please review the following points for both personal and equipment safety while operating the
linear piezoelectric amplifier.

CAUTION
HIGH ENERGY/VOLTAGE WARNINGS
Exercise caution when using amplifiers. High energy level can be
stored at the output voltage terminals on all amplifiers in normal
operations. In addition, potentially lethal voltages exist in the power
circuit and the motor connector. Filter capacitors store potentially
dangerous energy for some time after power is removed.
RISK OF DANGER

AC SOURCE GROUNDING WARNING
Ensure that the amplifier’s power supply is connected to a grounded AC outlet with the
recommended AC input connector configured for the available line voltage.
OPERATING AND SERVICES PRECAUTIONS
Operate the amplifier in an environment free of flammable gases or fumes. Do not use substitute
parts or make any unauthorized modifications to the amplifier to ensure that its safety features
are not degraded. Contact DSM for service and repair assistance.

SPECIFICATIONS










Output Voltage: 2 Channels
-30/+150V
Max Continuous Current/channel:
90mA (RMS current into a capacitive load)
Max Peak Current/channel:
90mA
Dimensions: L x W x H
Approx. 6.25” x 2” x 1”
Operating Voltage:
24VDC input @ 3A
Amplifier bandwidth:
> 5kHz (-3dB)
Electrical Noise on Output:
~2mVrms
Short circuit, over-current, and over-temperature protection
Connectors:
Hirose DF13 series
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WARNING!
This device is marked with the international caution symbol. It is important to read the
Recommended Operation section of this manual before using this device as it contains important
information related to product safety.
General Precautions
 All insulation of leads connected to output terminals should have at least a 300V rating.
 Do not use clip leads in the connections. They are very dangerous for high-voltage work.
 Do not place objects on top of or close beside the amplifier during operation. Adequate
airflow around the unit is encouraged to allow heat to dissipate.
Short Circuit Damage
 Although the MD-90 motor driver is protected against a short circuit on the output, it is
recommended that a short circuit condition be avoided.
 Never connect an "earth ground" lead (e.g., an oscilloscope ground lead) to the output
terminal. This causes a short-lived high-current pulse and subsequent damage to the unit.
 If the user desires to observe the output signals using a voltage meter or an oscilloscope, the
user must ensure that the meter or oscilloscope has an input impedance of at least 1 MOhm.
Smaller input impedances could damage the unit.
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RECOMMENDED OPERATION
Instructions for Use
Warning: The I-20 piezomotor/stage is a precision instrument designed for laboratory use.
Do not manually move the output stage. Limit externally applied loads to <10 N.
Use a torque wrench when attaching the MD-90 to your device. Use a torque value of 38 inoz (270 mNm) on the motor. Do not exceed 45 in-oz. Doing so will damage the motor and
will require servicing by DSM.
Start-Up / Shut-Down Procedure
The MD-90 should be connected to an I-20 motor during start-up and while the unit is running.
Operating without a load can damage the unit’s circuitry. Do not connect or disconnect the I-20
while the MD-90 is powered on.
CAUTION: When the MD-90 motor driver is powered, the “motor output” connector can
have voltages up to 150V.
Power
Power for the MD-90 motor driver is provided through the connector labeled “Power In”.
Connect the ends of the power in lead wires to the +24V and ground on the “Power In”
connector.
Operation
Prior to completing the electrical connections outlined below, ensure that the work place is free
of conductive objects that could pose electrical hazards to the user should the objects make
contact with the high voltage output “motor out” connector.
 Connect the I-20 to the MD-90 motor driver “motor out” connector with the supplied
connector.
 Connect 24Vdc to the “Power In” connector with the supplied 6 pin DF13 connector.
 Plug the AC/DC transformer into line power appropriate for the transformer’s ratings (see
label on transformer)
Driver setup
A Virtual COM Port (VCP) driver called “DSM VCP” is included with this device. Install that
driver by running the “DsmUsbVcpInstaller.exe” file. This will install the MD-90 as a Virtual
COM port device on your computer. You can then operate the motor using the provided GUI
software or via a serial communication interface, such as PuTTY, Teraterm, or Termite. DSM
also provides a LabVIEW driver that encapsulates these commands into an easy-to-use set of
VI’s.
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Motion example
Open-loop move
This sequence will execute 100 steps at 100 Hz, moving the motor forward for 1 second. The
motor will move approximately 0.5mm.
1. Set step frequency to 100 Hz: SSF100
2. Set number of steps to 100: SNS100
3. Execute open-loop steps forward: ESF
Closed-loop moves
This sequence will move the device to 2mm from the Home position. The move will end at a
value within the deadband (see SDB and GDB). The motor will first make full steps to approach
the 2mm position, then it will perform a substep move to the final value.
1. Home the device: HOM
2. Execute an absolute closed-loop full step move: CLM 2000000
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USB Serial commands:
Command structure:
Commands are entered as 3-letter ASCII values followed by a carriage return (0x0D).
Commands are not case sensitive.
Example: Enable power supply command.
ASCII:
Hex:

EPS [enter]
0x45 0x50 0x53 0x0D

Some commands include numerical parameters after the code. For example, “Set number of
steps” should have a value following the 3-letter command (before the carriage return). A space
between the 3-letter command and parameter is optional. Spaces (0x20) are ignored.
Example: Set number of steps to 100
ASCII:
SNS 100 [enter]
Hex:
0x53 0x4E 0x53 0x20 0x31 0x30 0x30 0x0D
All commands will reply with a response followed by a carriage return (0x0D). Responses to
individual commands are detailed below.
Reply structure:
All commands (except for Enter Bootloader) use a common reply syntax. Each reply begins with
a command status value, followed by textual information, then optionally followed by numeric
information. Status values are determined using the following table. Each command will return
one of these status values. Each command may return a subset of these commands. For example,
a command that simply queries the value of a setting (e.g., GNS), will always succeed and will
always return a 0. See each commands for more information about potential return codes.
Status
0
1
2
3
4
5

Command result
Command executed successfully
Parameter over range
Parameter under range
Cannot execute this command while
move is in progress
Device already homed, cannot home
again.
Could not execute command. Device
must be homed before this command
can execute.

Numeric return value
Depends on command
Max allowable parameter value
Min allowable parameter value
None
None
None

Reply fields are separated by colons in the following format:
Status: text[: value]
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For example, the GNS command will reply with the current number of steps per move. In this
example, steps per move has been set to 575. Since GNS simply retrieves a setting, it will always
succeed; thus, the status value is 0. The resulting command would be:
0: Number of steps per move: 575
The textual value of the reply command may change between firmware updates in order to
improve clarity, but the status number and resulting values will always be the same. If you are
interfacing with an automated system, use colons as delimeters to extract the first and last
numbers in the system, as these will always be correct even if the human-readable explanatory
text gets updated in a later revision.
For another example, assume the user has begun a move and immediately executes an ESF
command. As the motor is already moving, the ESF command cannot start a new move. Thus, it
will respond:
3: Cannot execute command while move is in progress.
Note that there is no numeric return value as there is no numeric value to return; only the status
value of 3 is returned.
Textual command response
In general, commands which set values will repeat the 3-character command string in the textual
response. Commands which read values or which start actions (like homing or beginning a
move) will return clarifying text. This is useful when using the system via a terminal interface.
For example, when reading the number of steps per move, the system returns explanatory text,
but when setting the number of steps per move, it responds with just “SNS”. For example,
sending an “SNS 200” command while the device is idle would return:
0: SNS: 200
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Configuration commands
EPS

Enable Power Supply
Arguments
None
Statuses
0, 3
Numeric value
None
Description
Enables the power supply. The power supply must be enabled to
perform moves.

DPS

Disable Power Supply
Arguments
None
Statuses
0
Numeric value
None
Description
Disables the power supply. Use this to fully deactivate the motor in
order to provide the lowest possible noise on the output.

GPS

Get Power Supply enabled state
Arguments
None
Statuses
0
Numeric value
Power supply enabled state
Description
Gets the state of the power supply.

SDB

Set DeadBand
Arguments
Statuses
Numeric value
Description

GDB Get DeadBand
Arguments
Statuses
Numeric value
Description

Motor deadband in nm (10 nm - 2500 nm)
0, 1, 2
Motor deadband in nm
Sets the value of the motor's deadband. This value must be in
multiples of encoder counts (10 nm).

None
0
Motor deadband in nm
Gets the value of the motor's deadband.

GEC Get Encoder Counts
Arguments
None
Statuses
0
Numeric value
Current position in encoder counts
Description
Returns the current position of the motor in encoder counts.
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GEE Get Encoder Engineering
Arguments
None
Statuses
0
Numeric value
Current position in nanometers
Description
Returns the current position of the motor in nanometers.
GST

Get STep count
Arguments
Statuses
Numeric value
Description

None
0
Current number of steps executed during an open loop move
This value increments during an open loop move until it reaches the
number of steps set by an SNS command.

GDI

Get Digital Input
Arguments
Digital input (0-6)
Statuses
0
Numeric value
Current value of specified digital input
Description
Gets the specified digital input value. 1 = High, 0 = Low.

SNS

Set Number of Steps
Arguments
Number of steps per move (max 6000)
Statuses
0, 1, 2, 3
Numeric value
Number of steps set
Description
Sets the number of steps to take when a Forward or Backward move
is called.

GNS Get Number of Steps
Arguments
None
Statuses
0
Numeric value
Current number of steps per open-loop move
Description
Gets the number of steps set by an SNS command.
SSF

Set Step Frequency
Arguments
Step frequency in Hz (5 Hz - 200 Hz)
Statuses
0, 1, 2, 3
Numeric value
New step frequency in Hz
Description
Sets the step frequency of a step move in steps per second. This
command controls the speed of the motor.
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GSF

Get Step Frequency
Arguments
None
Statuses
0
Numeric value
Current step frequency
Description
Gets the currently set step frequency.

STA

Get Status
Arguments
Statuses
Numeric value
Description

VER get VERsion
Arguments
Statuses
Numeric value
Description

None
0
Current status value
Gets the system status value:
1- Idle
2- Open loop move complete
3- Move in progress
4- Move stopped
5- Homing error
6- Stance error (Error resetting pose during closed loop move)
7- Stance complete (Finished resetting pose, starting extension
move)
8- Open loop move error
9- Closed loop move error
10- Closed loop move complete
11- End of travel error
12- Ramp move error

None
0
None
Returns a 3-line version indicator. Lines are separated by newline
(0x0A) characters.

Motion commands
CLM Closed Loop Move
Arguments
Absolute position target in nm
Statuses
0, 1, 2, 3
Numeric value
Closed loop move target
Description
Executes a closed-loop move to an absolute position target,
specified in nanometers.
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CRM Closed loop Relative Move
Arguments
Relative position target in nm
Statuses
0, 1, 2, 3
Numeric value
Closed loop move target
Description
Executes a closed-loop move to a position relative to the motor's
current position.
ESB

Execute Step Backward
Arguments
None
Statuses
0, 3
Numeric value
None
Description
Executes an open loop step in the backward direction.

ESF

Execute Step Forward
Arguments
None
Statuses
0, 3
Numeric value
None
Description
Executes an open loop step in the forward direction.

GDC Get DAC Clamper
Arguments
Current clamper value in counts
Statuses
0
Numeric value
Clamper DAC count value
Description
Gets the current value of the clamper DAC using the scale of 500 to
57580, which corresponds to -30 to 150 V respectively.
GDE Get DAC Extender
Arguments
Current extender value in counts
Statuses
0
Numeric value
Extender DAC count value
Description
Gets the current value of the extender DAC using the scale of 500 to
57580, which corresponds to -30 to 150 V respectively.
GHS Get Home Status
Arguments
None
Statuses
0
Numeric value
Returns the status of the system during a Home routine (or the final
value if the routine is finished). This uses the same set of return
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values as STA. When Home is complete, this command will return 2
(Open Loop Move Complete).
Description
HOM Home motor
Arguments
Statuses
Numeric value
Description

None
0, 3, 4
None
Initiates the homing routine for the motor. This must be performed
before closed-loop moves can be issued. The homing routine will
always start with a Forward move, and will traverse the entire
motion range if required.

RDC Ramp DAC Clamper
Arguments
Target clamper value in counts (500 cts - 57580 cts)
Statuses
0, 1, 2, 3
Numeric value
Clamper DAC count value
Description
Ramps the clamper's voltage using the scale of 500 to 57580, which
corresponds to -30 V to 150 V respectively.
RDE Ramp DAC Extender
Arguments
Target extender value in counts (500 cts - 57580 cts)
Statuses
0, 1, 2, 3
Numeric value
Extender DAC count value
Description
Ramps the extender's voltage using the scale of 500 to 57580, which
corresponds to -30 V to 150 V respectively.
STP

Stop motor
Arguments
Statuses
Numeric value
Description

None
0
None
Stops the motor in its current position.

Advanced configuration commands
CLE CLear Errors
Arguments
Statuses
Numeric value
Description
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CST

Clear STatus
Arguments
Statuses
Numeric value
Description

None
0
None
Clears all status conditions and returns the unit to the Idle state.

EPM Enable Persistent Move
Arguments
None
Statuses
0, 3
Numeric value
None
Description
Enables ""Persistent move"" mode. When active, the device will
constantly seek the target position. You must issue a STP command
before sending your next move.
DPM Disable Persistent Move
Arguments
None
Statuses
0, 3
Numeric value
None
Description
Disables ""Persistent move"" mode.
EBL

Enable BootLoader
Arguments
None
Statuses
n/a
Numeric value
n/a
Description
Enables bootloader mode to update firmware. This command will
briefly return an acknowledgement, then begin waiting for a
bootloader transfer. It does not follow the standard command
response format.

ETS

Enable TakeStep
Arguments
Statuses
Numeric value
Description

DTS

None
0, 3
None
If TakeStep is enabled, the motor will operate normally. If TakeStep
is disabled, the motor will only operate in the +/- 2.5 µm range using
the extender channel. Use this for very small moves that do not need
to take full steps, as it is more stable.

Disable TakeStep
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Arguments
Statuses
Numeric value
Description

GTS

Get TakeStep
Arguments
Statuses
Numeric value
Description

SGN Set GaiN
Arguments
Statuses
Numeric value
Description

GGN Get I GaiN
Arguments
Statuses
Numeric value
Description

None
0, 3
None
If TakeStep is enabled, the motor will operate normally. If TakeStep
is disabled, the motor will only operate in the +/- 2.5 µm range using
the extender channel. Use this for very small moves that do not need
to take full steps, as it is more stable.

None
0
Current value of TakeStep
If TakeStep is enabled, the motor will operate normally. If TakeStep
is disabled, the motor will only operate in the +/- 2.5 µm range using
the extender channel. Use this for very small moves that do not need
to take full steps, as it is more stable.

I gain target (1-100
0, 1, 2
Current I gain
Sets the current value of the I gain in the control loop. The controller
is an I- controller and has no P or D terms.

None
0
Current I gain
Gets the current value of the I gain in the control loop. The
controller is an I- controller and has no P or D terms.

Unrecognized Command
Response:
Unrecognized Command
Description: Any command not interpreted will result in this response.
Connections
Power in:
Pins 1-3 = 24V DC (connect all leads to the power source)
Pins 4-6 = Ground (Connect all ground leads to power ground)
Motor Out:
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Pins 1-2 = Motor 0 Positive (connect both leads to the load)
Pin 3 = no connection
Pins 5-7 = Ground (connect all three leads to load ground)
Pin 8 = no connection
Pins 9-10 = Motor 1 Positive (connect both leads to the load)
Encoder (If using encoder option):
Pin 1 = 5V DC (from device to power encoder) Max current 500mA
Pin 2 = A+
Pin 3 = APin 4 = B+
Pin 5 = BPin 6 = I+
Pin 7 = IPin 8 = Ground
The following Connections are reserved for future Firmware versions.
Digital IO:
Pin 1 = Limit+
Pin 2 = Ground
Pin 3 = LimitPin 4 = Ground
Pin 5 = Home
Pin 6 = Ground
Pin 7 = IO 0
Pin 8 = Ground
Pin 9 = IO 1
Pin 10 = Ground
Pin 11 = IO 2
Pin 12 = Ground
Pin 13 = IO 3
Pin 14 = Ground
Analog Input 1:
Pin 1 = Analog in 0 +
Pin 2 = Ground
Pin 3 = Analog in 0 –
Pin 4 = Analog in 1 +
Pin 5 = Ground
Pin 6 = Analog in 1 –
Analog Input 2:
Pin 1 = Analog in 2 +
Pin 2 = Ground
Pin 3 = Analog in 2 –
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Pin 4 = Analog in 3 +
Pin 5 = Ground
Pin 6 = Analog in 3 –

Circuitry Protection
The MD-90 motor driver circuitry incorporates over-current, over-temperature, short-circuit, and
over/under voltage (input power) protection.
When the protection circuitry is enabled as a result of excessive operating conditions or
temperature, the amplifier will disconnect the output temporarily and will attempt to restart.
During restart, the amplifier will recheck the operating conditions and will go into protection
mode again if the excessive conditions still exist. This protection thus protects both the amplifier
and the load.
However, if the equipment is used in a manner not specified by DSM, the protection provided by
the equipment may be impaired.
Recommended Environmental Conditions for Operation
The MD-90 motor driver is designed to operate in non-hazardous environments. Any deviation
from the specified environment must be approved by DSM and may result in the voiding of any
warranty. Any deviation not approved by DSM will be grounds for voiding of any warranty.




Environmental Temperature:
Percent Relative Humidity:
Operating Supply Voltage:

0-50C
0-80% non condensing
24VDC input @ 3A

Cleaning
Prior to any cleaning, unplug the electrical power to the MD-90. Dust can be readily removed by
wiping or by blowing with compressed dry air. Wiping the unit with a damp cloth is acceptable,
but care must be taken not to leave any residual liquid at the electrical connections.
CAUTION: In order to avoid electrical shock, do not spill or immerse the MD-90 motor
driver in liquids.
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Motor Driver Mounting and Connection Diagram
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Warranty Information
The DSM Warranty Period is a period of sixty (60) days beginning on the date that DSM ships the new, customerpurchased equipment or software. DSM warrants that its new equipment will be free from defects in materials and
workmanship during the DSM Warranty Period.
DSM warrants that its software shall be fit for the particular uses described in DSM product literature and user’s
manuals available at the time of initial equipment shipment, and shall operate properly during the DSM Warranty
Period.
In the event that DSM receives written notice of a claim under this Warranty within the DSM Warranty Period, DSM
will repair or replace equipment or software, at its option, at no charge. These services shall be performed at DSM’s
factory or its designated repair facility.
Freight charges to return equipment or software to DSM are the customer’s responsibility. DSM will pay freight
charges to return the equipment to the customer.
Warranty Shipments Outside of North America:
Warranty-repaired product is generally re-imported into the customer’s country without duty; however the customer
can most efficiently complete the administration of this duty exemption. Return freight to convey repaired or
replaced parts or equipment from DSM to customer shall be “E.X.W.” as such term is described by Incoterms 2000,
with such expenses charged to customer’s freight account for direct payment by customer to their freight service
provider. All brokerage, freight, shipping, forwarding and handling charges, duties, customs and taxes applicable to
warranty-repaired product shipments, if any, will be paid directly by the customer. DSM agrees to promptly
reimburse customer for its actual freight cost incurred, excluding brokerage and handling charges, duties, customs
and taxes, for warranty shipment from DSM to customer, using the same class of freight service selected to initially
return the warranty claim equipment to DSM.
Reinstallation and recalibration of DSM equipment and software into a customer-specific application are not
covered by this Warranty.
Equipment or software repaired or replaced under this Warranty is covered under the remaining DSM Warranty
Period, if any, associated with the original new equipment or software.
Exclusions
This Warranty does not cover:
1. Damage related to modification of DSM equipment or software after initial shipment by DSM.
2. Consequential or incidental damages such as property damage and incidental expenses.
3. Conditions caused by external factors such as abuse, misuse, inadequate power supply, or acts of God.
Owing to the wide range of experimental uses attempted by our customers, DSM does not warrant that its products
are fit for a particular use.
Piezoelectric “stacks” (the elements within DSM’s mechanical piezo devices) can bear high compressive load
forces, but they are very sensitive to bending-, torsion-, shear- and especially to tensile forces. The design of any
attached mechanics must apply only pure axial loading to the actuators. DSM’s flexure-guided mechanical
amplification frames are designed to provide a compressive preload force and to help prevent other bending or
tensile forces that can damage the piezoelectric stacks. The user is advised to pay attention not only to the static
force balances, but also to dynamic influences that can produce damaging acceleration forces resulting in bending
motion or torque. Off-axis loading and/or dynamic operating conditions that induce resonant or near-resonant
mechanical motion or undesirable dynamic modes resulting from physical impact of the actuator with its
surroundings will void the terms of DSM’s Warranty.
Opening of devices, machines, or electronics enclosures by anyone other than DSM voids this Warranty.
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